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A run away psychic. A century-old vampire.NOW: An ancient witch prophecy that seeks to destroy

them bothTravelling alone is dangerous. Only the quick witted survive.Ã‚Â TessaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s visions

have saved her time after time again. But now her world is about to be turned upside down.Her

visions alone, wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t save her this timeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Kristian has lived by himself for centuries.

He will never forget the one who made him but was forced to kill her. Not in over a century has

Kristian has he been so taken. He is immediately drawn to Tessa.A perfect love story, right?When a

coven of powerful Witches, the Calders, who are seeking to abolish vampires from the face of the

Earth appear, Kristian must now fight not only for his own survival, but to protect Tessa?What do

they want with her?DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t miss out on Kiss of a Vampire, the first of the Calder Witches

Series by Martha Woods.You'll instantly fall in with love this fatal attraction, because it comes with a

seductively ravishing bite!Ã‚Â If you like strong female protagonists, alpha males and deadly

consequences than this vampire paranormal romance will have you turning the pages all night

long.Ã‚Â +++ For A Limited Time Only, Includes 3 Bonus Paranormal Romances For Your Reading

Pleasure. Get Yours Now!+++A FREE read on Kindle Unlimited
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I would like to thank the author for giving me the opportunity to read and review this book.I was very

nervous about this book because I had gotten multiple e-mails from this author asking if I would be

able to read and review almost all of her books.I have to say that I was pleasantly surprised. I admit,

I enjoyed this book and I canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wait to read the others. The only major problem I

had was with the romance, it happened at the drop of a hat and was very abrupt before I could feel

anything for the characters.I think it was also the cover that gave me some reservations about this. I

think itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s beautiful but it also gives me the feeling that the book

isnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t as good. Maybe because IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve seen covers like this and the

stories just were not written well.The other problem I had with it was just a little thing about Tessa.

She knows that sheÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s been followed by the Witches for three states and then she

goes and says that they were behind her before she met them? No sweetie, that means they were

following you long before you met the vampires.Besides those problems though, I really enjoyed this

book. The pace was perfect for how short it is and the plot was engaging and really sucked me in.

I was contacted by the writer in hopes I might like to review it. Along with other reviewers, I do agree

about the fact it really needs a proof writer. I like the story. Tesse is a runaway, can read minds,

doesn't know why. She is being chased and again doesn't know it. Leaves with a vampire just

because he asked her too. The story kinda goes from there. But for me overall it felt like it was a

layout for a book, like a fill in the blanks, with the real story would be coming out a later date. The

description had more background information about Tesse than the book did. She has nightmares,

ok but huh? The nightmares just gets thrown in there with no reason, important piece of the story, I

am only guessing about them. One thing that stand out at the end of the book she texts "Game On".

to who, why? What? Huh? This book story itself was interesting enough that if it got more flesh out,

added a few things that gives you more ideas about why, etc I might be interested in reading it

again.

Terrific beginnning, this is book 1of a 3 book story.It introducedme to the major characters I imagine

in the story/ies to come...... Tessa a mind reading human with a troubled childhood, then there is

Kristian our hunky Vampire, who has fallen for Tessa. The other. Haracters introduced in this book

are Veronika, Kristians sister also a vampire her love interest Morgan, Alley who is the leader in the

"army" of the Vampire coven, and also Several minor characters, the protagonists to the Vampire

family is The Calder, a witch coven, who will do nything to make our heros lives miserable.The



characters having been introduced the storyline is also introduced though there seems to be far

more to come obviously. The characters are very likeable, Tessa and Kristiane are in love and

prepared to move on together. The story has much more to come and the basics have been laid

out. This is the first book I have readof Martha Woods and I found it interesting and have already

begun to read the next book in the series "The Witch's Prophecy. i am also looking at other books

that Marth Wood has written. I found her writing style very easy to read....I have no qualms in saying

to anyone who enjoys Paranormal story's that this ia an interesting book and one I feel happy in

saying...grab this book and read it.I am sure you will enjoy the book and like me, you will be looking

for book 2 immediately after finishing The Kiss of a Vampire"

I got this book for free when it was first published, but I didn't do a review then, simply because

there were so many typos and grammar errors that it drove me nuts! But the author is working on it,

and will hopefully get more help - because she really has stories to tell!. In spite of the irritating

errors, she has imagined a paranormal world that gets more fascinating as her stories unfold. Our

heroine, Tessa, thought she "heard voices," and was therefore crazy. When she finally realizes that

she's reading the minds of people nearby, she joins up with one traveling fair after another, making

a living as a fortune teller. Meeting the sexy vampire, Kristian, changed everything for her. When he

realizes what she is and what she's done to him, he kidnaps her. That developed into a love affair

between strangers awfully quickly in my opinion, but that may be because it's supposed to be a

"short story"! And they do have enough chemistry to keep the reader going, and it does get better

with every book. I checked today, and this first book is still free on . Please, be brave and give it a

try. It has such promise, that it could even be developed into a great movie with a little help from the

right folks. Those five stars on my review are there because I believe that! :-)Jgtimm

An intriguing story with likable characters.Badly needs proofreading & typo repairs. I wouldn't

normally negatively ding for this in a review, but the errors were often so glaring, they disrupted the

flow of the story.Please fix these errors, as I believe you've really got something special here!

Overall I enjoyed the story, however, there are things about it that in the end made the overall rating

suffer. The story is told in a halting manner. The conversations did not flow easily and jumped

around. As result, I felt as if I had to work to read even if it kept me on my toes, versus reading

leisurely. Last point is about the typos. We all have stories we could tell, me included about typos.

But, the typos were too distracting and took away from the book. At this point I am neutral about a
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